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will be somewhat cooler, it is predicted.
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BUSH is no "busher,"
iii spite of his name,
as today's events de-

monstrated.

EXCLUSIVE ASSOCIATED FF?E13 LEASED
VOL. XXXVI.
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TELEGRAPH SERVICE

Russians are Driven From Przemysl

A

iy

Gowdy is the Hero, with his big Stick

1P
Illy

3

ly routed a French cavalry division
west of' Lille, and near Hazebrouck
we inflicted severe loss on another
French cavalry division Until now
the engagement on the front In the
western theater did not lead to a decision.

HEAVY FOG PREVENTS USE OF
ARTILLERY IN THE BATTLE OF
THE AISNE: CAVALRY CHARGE

Fijjhthing Becomes More Desperate as the
Struggle Nears its Conclusion.
AUSTRIANS

IMES

A

SUCCESSFUL

MOVEMENT

They Relieve Tension in Galicia by Timely Arrive at Przemysl-PariReports Little Change in the General Situation
of News From Germany and Belgium Becomes
Strict British Forces Flee to Holland.

s

Cen-sorh- ip

London, Oct. 12. The news of German movements between Antwerp
and Ostend to the present is so fragmentary and contradictory as to be
almost worthless. The Germans are
maintaining their customary secrecy
fin .reports coming from Belgium and
l)itcli sources of heavy repulses to
the Germans with. losses suspiciously
large and so round in numbers are
looked at askance nowadays.
The capture of Ostend, it is conceded, would be worth the possession of
many Autwerps, to the Germans, so It
is taken for granted they will not r
the popular seaside resort without
fighting for every foot of the way.
Great events depend on the. result
of the battle now In progress in the
line of Lassigny and' Liens, and the
other operations connected therewith
and in which the three German army
corps released from" the siege of Antwerp will try to take partv
The retention of Apremonte by the
French after fierce fighting, during
which the place was.lpst and retaken,
is regarded as Important, as the town
is weil to the northward of Verdun."
1

en-to-

Paris Makes Statement
Paris, Oct. 12. The following offl-- :
cia.1 communication was given out in
this afternoon:
. Paris
"First, On our left wing, the caval
ry engagement continued in the region of La Basse, Estalres and Hazebrouck. Between Arras and the Oise,
the enemy endeavored to deliver several attacks, which failed, notably between Lassigny and Roye.
"Second, On the center we have
made some progress on the plateau
on the right bank of the Aisne in
front of Solssons, and to the east and
'
southeast of Verdun.
"Third, On our right wing, in the
Vosges, the enemy delivered a night
attack in the region of Ban de Sapt,
to the north of St. IMe; they were repulsed.
"The flag captured yesterday belongs to the Sixth regiment of active
Pomeranien Infantry. No. 40 of the
Twentieth corps of the Prussian army.
The brigade of Marine fusileers was
engaged during all the day of October
9 and
the night of October 9
forces and repulsed
German,
against
them, at the same time inflicting heavy
losses amounting to 200 men killed and
50
prisoners. The French losses
amounted to 9 killed, 39 wounded and
one missing.
'In the Belgian ''field, according to
the latest Information received here
eoi'cernmg the situation ot Antwerp,
th Germans occupy up to the present
time only the suburbs of this city.
The 24 forts on the two banks of the
river Escaut are resisting with ener-
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gy.

"To the northwest

of

I,vck the Ger

mans are retreating at the same time
.
destroying bridges.
"In southern Poland, between
and Sandomlr, there has been
artillery fighting with columns of the
enemy, who have reached the Vistula."
.Relieve Przemysl
The claim by Vienna that Austrian
troops have relieved Przemysl and
scattered its Russian Investors is the
most striking news from TSiF'eastern
r
that Is asserted to be official.
There is nothing here to confirm or
deny the claim.
A German
report nlso records a
check to the Russian forces on the
Prussian frontier and the progress of
the German armies in Poland, which
seems destined to be the place largely
determining the events In this war
arena.
Six Russian and five foreign war
correspondents have been accorded
permission to Join the Russian forces
at the front. They have had a joyous
send-of- f
by Grand Duke Nicholas, the
Russian commander In chief, but they
have been carefully dispatched to a
lefca exciting field of observation than
that, of Poland. Lemberg, In Galicia.
is their destination. Saying farewell
tp the correspondents, Grand Duke Nicholas emphasized the "great utility
of the press In expert and worthy
hands," but he quenched the rising
hopes of his audience by saying: "I
regret that I shall not be able to show
yen all I should like to, for in this
war, so specially grandiose, absolute
silence regarding a military secret
dealing with the plan of campaign is
necessary to success."
The grand duke then informed the
correspondents that they were going
to lemberg. According to Italian
governsources, the
ment anticipating Italian participation In the war, made all arrangements to throw Into the jails, the
prominent citizens of Trieste of Italian birth or descent and threatened to
shoot without trial all persons
demonstrations.
in
It is even said that Trieste itself will
be bomibarded In the event of anything In the nature of an Insurrection
taking place.
A message from Budapest, published in Rome, credits the Hungarian
government w'lth the Intention of
granting autonomy to Transylvania,
in vlow of avoiding an Insurrection In
the country.
.
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Berlin Is Sanguine
London, Oct. 12. A dispatch, to
Renter's Telegram company from
Berlin, via AmMerdnm, gives the following statement, which was Issued
Inst night by the German general
(faff:
'Our cavalry on Saturday complete

IMMENSE CROWD WITNESSES

ed.

THE AMERICAN

Troops Cross Frontier
"About the booty at Antwerp no
communication can be made, as in
formation still fails. Neither can the
number of British and Belgian troops
INVASION
who crossed the Dutch frontier be

LINE

OF ARIZONA BY MAY
TORENA'S MEN CAUSES
A SKIRMISH

fixed.

Russians Lose Prisoners
"In-Jheastern theater we repulsed
in the north all attacks, of the First
and Tenth Russian armies on October 9 and 10. The Russian outflank
ing effort by way of Shlrwlndt (east
Prussia) equally were repulsed, and
the Russians lost 1,000 prisoners.
"In south .Poland the advancing
guards of our armies have reached the
Vistula. Near Groject, south of War-sawe captured 2,000 men of the
Second Siberian army corps.
"The Russian official communications about a great Russian victory
at Augustowo and Suwalki, Russian
Poland, are invented. The fact that
no official Russian communication has
been published about the tremendous
defeats at Tanneberg and In Sternberg, both in east Prussia, vouches
a lack, of reliable official information."

ACROSS

FIRING

vice consul at San Antonio andth
present consular representatives at
Laredo and Galveston will be retain

EXCITING STRUGGLE IN THE

NOTED SURGEON DEAD

Washington, Oct. 12. A radiogram
to the "revenue cutter service today
from the Behring Bea' reported the
drowning of Assistant Sugeon L, W.
Jenkins, PH. S., anot five other men
when a boat from the cutter Manning
was? swamped Saturday la UIga Pass,
off Cape Sariches.
DOWD HITS TRAIN

BORDER

PATROL

SHOOTS

THIRD GAME OF THE SERIES

National Leaguers now Need but one More
Victory to be World's Champions

Thomas Dowd, wso ls employed at
the While Kitchen, drove his red
PRESIDENT WILSON SAYS INC! rurabout down Bridge street so rapidIS A DUEL BETWEEN TWO MASTERFUL FITCHERS
DENT WILL NOT CAUSE
ly this afternoon at 3:30 o'clock that
FURTHER TROUBLE
be was unable to stop in time to avert
a collision with the rear end of a
freight train on the Hot Springs Bush, for the Athletics and
Tyler for the Braves Have Even Break
THE SIEGE
IS
CONTINUED branch crossing. Dowd was uninjuras Regards Hits off Their Delivery the Former Retires When
ed His machine lost a wheel.
CARRANZA GARRISON TRIES DESPERATELY TO HOLD THE
TOWN OF NACO

Washington, Oct.

12.

Firing across

tilt international border at

Naco,

DeVore

RECRUITING

ftlMES

OFFICE

OBSERVATIONS

Ari-zen- a,

yesterday by American patrol
tioopers and Mexican soldiers was
characterized by President Wilson today as "local difficulty."
Apparently he considered). that the
incident had no bearing on the gen- Fog Hampers Artillery
situation in Mexico, and was not
Washington, 'Oct. 12. TMspatrlies
received today from the French em- inclined to attach much importance
to it.
bassy said that aside from violent cavalry charges there had been compara
Shells Cross Border
tively little fighting today, a dense
Oct. 12. The Carranza
Naco,
Ariz.,
fog having made the use of artillery
of Naco, Sonora, was again
garrison
The
added:
impossible.
message
to snarp fire from
"Notwithstanding this the enemy subjected today
of
Governor
the
Maytorena. The
guns
tried four times vfolent attacks in the
wooded region between Apreinonfe and Villa artillery, which threw four shells
the Meuse. Several trenches having Into American territory yesterday do
been occupied by the enemy were re- ing considerable damage, seemed to
taken several times by using bayonets. be better handled today and the shells
1'rf the
end we held our position In the foil into the Mexican town.
General Hill, commanding the garri
north. The situation remains the same
son,
again ran trenches parallel to
around Arras and In the region of
the 'boundary line to protect his men
Basse, Estarles and Hazebrouck.
from the fire of Maytorena's YaquI
Indians, who during Saturday night
JUDGE IS SUED
and early Sunday worked around to
American line and directed their
the
Chicago, Oct. 12 Suit for $25,001)
on the garrison from this side of
fte
filed
United
States
damages
against
the
border.
Judge K. M. Landls on Saturday, It
became known today, is the result of
Consular System Changed
30 days spent In Jail by Frank Black-lidg- e
on a contempt charge preferred
San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 12. Jorge
by the federal judge. Blacklldge be- W. Dronzso has been elected to succame involved In a bankruptcy suit, ceed Francisco Irguida as Mexican
and Judge Landia accused him of per- consul general in New York, accordil! ry.
ing to a dispatch from Eagle Pass,
Texafs. The dispatch also states that
at a conference there; between ForGERMANS DROP B0I1BS eign Minister Fabels of General
cabinet, and R. F. Musqulz,
constitutionalist representative at El
IN HEART OF PARIS Paso, reorganization of the entire
consuls was to be underMexican
taken.
MISSILES NARROWLY MISS TWO
Musqulz will act as consul general
HEAVILY LOADED PASSENat El Paso, the diBpatch states, Dr.
GER TRAINS
Phitarco Ornelas Is to be relieved as
consul general at San Francisco, and
Paris, Oct. 12. German aoroplanes Salvador Martinez Alomillo has been
at a quarter past three o'clock this tentatively chosen as the successor
morning dropped bombs between the to Enrique C. Lloyente, confidential
two railroad trains that .were In the agent at Havana, Cuba, Llorente now
act of pulling out of the northern Is In Mexico City. The successor to
railroad station. The missiles did not Ornelas has not been chosen.
Other chalnges In consular repreeplode and were later found Imbedsentative
railtwo
ded
appointments, according to
feet In the earth. The
road trains were crowded with pas- the dispatch, include: Guillermo R.
Seguin, consul at Eagle Pass, transsengers.
It was announced officially later In ferred to San Antonio to succeed
the day that a Tauhe aeroplane had Lauro Carlllo, recalled to Mexico.
Jose Z. Garcia, to be consul at
flown over Paris this morning and
thrown down six bombs. Five French Brownsville, Toxs, succeeded Jose
to Rio
transferred
aviators went up to pursue the Ger- Montemayor,
Grande City.
man airmen.
to be consul at San
R. C.
Another German bomb was dropped
Ca.l
Padras to be
Gustavo
at
St.
a
Diego,,
of
suburb
Oiien,
Paris,
tcday
but It also did not explode. This mis- consul at Tucson, An', the consular
sile fell near a paint factory, where office at Phoenix having been discontinued.
Were is a gasoline tank of 80,000
Teodo'o Ballfran will remain as
ei-a-

j

Car-ranza- 's

ENLISTMENTS COME QUICKLY

IN

LONDON WHEN
ENGLISH
MEET REVERSES

(Associated Press Correspondence).
London, Sept. 25. At the headquarters, of the London recruiting offices
the authorities have complied a chart
which throws an interesting light on
the psychology of recruiting. It cov
ers a period betwcn August 11 and
September 7, when 51,094 men enlisted in Loudon. It shows how recruiting remained at a daily average of
1.100 while the news from the fjront
was not disquieting; how it rose when
the news was not bo satisfactory, and
how it went up with a niBli when
heavy casualties were announced.
On Monday, August 24, the news
war. "German advance all along,. (he
line." There were 1.4S1 .rarulta. On
Tuesday there was a further advance
and the recruits went up to 1,547. On
Wednesday, when U was announced
there were 2,000 casualties at Mons,
the figures rose to 1,561. On Thursday, with report of the retirement
of the British troops, 2,000 recruits
wire added to the roll.
By Saturday, the 29th, when the
news was "British fight against tre
mendous odds," the total was raised
to 2,003 for the day, and even on Sun
day, usually a slack day, 1,250 men
enlisted. But the following Monday,
August 31, when the headlines read
"Casualties 5,000," andi photographs
of the first British wounded
were
printed; recruits responded with a
challenging rush and 4,001 men en
listed. On Tuesday there was only
a slight drop to 3,479. On Wednesday
the first list, of casualties roused an
other challenge and a fresh record of
4,135 was made. On the morning of
Monday, September 7, there appeared
the news of 15,000 British casualties,
and the sinking of the Pathfinder. London replied by making still another
record of nearly 5,000 men.
Now that the war office has had a
chance to deal with the first 500,000
recruits for the new army It Is anticipated that before long the standard
will be put back to the old level. At
the London recruiting headquarters
the names and addresses are 'being taken of thousands of men just under 5
fett 6 Inches, and they are being told
to settle down for a few weeks and
wait until they receive a telegram.
An official said It was not that the
army did not want the 5 feet 3 Inch
men, hut recruiting had to be damped
down somehow to give the war office
a chance to deal with the men, and It
wfis decided that the simplest way was
to raise the standard. It will soon be
down again.

Bats in his Place in Last Half of the Ninth
Both Teams Hit Cleanly.

Fenway Park, Boston, Oct. 12. in
a thrilling finish of a
strug
gle the Boston Braves, champions of
the National league, defeated the
Philadelphia Athletics by a score of
5 to 4 today.
The world's series as
it now stands is Boston, 3; Athletics,

a fast

almost exclusively.
out to Baker, who
made the catch near the Athletics'
bench. Evens stole second, Schang
throw being to the left of the ba'v.
Whitted was a strike out victim. Ku
;
wrrp,-"- '
runs, one hit,
inshoo--

Connolly

fouled

'

0.

Second I'm

The struggle was nip and tucK trom
Firot
The
Half, Philip leiphia
the first to the Inst inning: and It was Athletics) were now' ahead for the
Catcher Uowdy's formidable bat that first time in thu series. Tylor took
carried the day for Boston. He drove Walsh's splash and threw him out.
out a home run and two doubles, all Tyler worked a wide curve and heave
of which spelled
runs for Boston. to cross fire. Barry went out on a
Bush of the Athletics and Tyler of foul to Schmidt.
Tyler fed Schang
Boston pitched with honors) even wKth slow curtves.'" Evers toolc
early. It looked like an Athletic vic Schang's lopping fly with his gloved
tory when they secured two runs in hand. No runs, no hits, no wmn
the first half of tje tenth Inning, but Second
Boston Schmidt
Half,
Gwdy drove out a home run, and a struck out, being fooled by BUbITb
base on balls, a single by Evers and change of pace. Deal flew out t
a sacrifice fly by Connolly tied the Baker. The wind almost carried the
score. In the twelfth Gowdy doubled ball out of BaOter'8 reach.
Maran-vil- le
and Mann, running for him, scored
walked. Maranvllle stole
when Bush threw Moran's bunt Into
scored when fiowdv
' into the
left field.
ed a
left field
bleachers. Tyler almost got a hit
Athletic Are Desperate
down the left field line, but the ball
The- - Athletics, champions of
the was
foul by a foot or more.
Barry
American league, twice vanquished by
threw out Tyler at first. One hit, on&
tothe Boston Braves, went to grips
run, no errors.
day with the National league winners
Third Inning
In the third battlo of the world's
First. Hair, Philadelphia Bush foulseries. .'
Some 35,000 wildly enthusiastic ed out to Schmidt), Evers tossed out
spectators saw t'.e Athletics make a Murphy at first Maranvllle threw
out Oldring. No runs, no hits, no erdesperate stand on the Boston field
;
to stave off a third1 defeat which would rors.
Second Half, Boston Both "pitchers
all but end their chances of winning
worked slowly and as the
the world's championship.
players
were inclined to wait them out th&
An Ideal Day
game moved slowly. Moran went out.
An Indian summer day was furnish
Baker to Mclnnis. Bush threw out
ed for the contest The sun glowed
Evers at first. Connelly filed out
to
brightly in a clear sky and the sun Murphy. No
runs, no hits, no errors.
was balmy.
The placing field was
Fourth Inning
dry and fast. Betting at noon was
First Half, Philadelphia Collins
10 to 7 on the Bostons to take he
linod out to Evers. Baker
struck out
series.
the second time, a low ball
First Inning
around
First Half, Philadelphia The first the knees getting him for the strikes
Mclnnis doubled into the left rior
pitch of Tyler's was at ball. The next
stand.
Connolly In trying to catch
caime over for a strike.
Murphy
me nan turned a somersault over
doubled down the left field line.
tha
low fence, falling inside
the siandt
sacrificed, Tyler to Schmidt,
Mclnnis scored on Walsh's
Murphy going to third. The Boston
sharp sininfield came in close on the grass to gle to left, which Connolly stopped.
make a play at the plate. Murphy Deal threw out Barry at first. on
scored when Connelly dropped Collins' run, two hits, no errors.
Second
Half, Il08ton-Whitt- e(,-8
intended sacrifice fly. Baker struck
out. He missed a curve by a yard, grounder was deflected from Bush to
Gowdy tried to pick Collins off first Collins, who threw the runner out at
but his throw was late. Collins stole flint. Schmidt singled over second.
throw being low. Collins tossed out Deal at first
second, Gowdy'
Mclnnis walked. Collins was picked Schmidt going to second. MaranvlIIa
off si cond, Tyler to Evers. 0;ie run, drove a ball to rlht which looked to
be fair, hut the umpire calhd it
one hit, one error.
fovji.
Second Half, Boston Bush's first Schmidt, find Maranvllle hud crossed
pitch shot around Moran's neck tor a the plate before the ball was recuv-erc- d
but the umpire sent thvm
ball.
After pitching three straight
balls Bush put over two strikes. Mo- - Schmidt scored on Marnnville'g Teran popped out to Collins. Evers sln- worked
fCciit'nitfii on
4 led over Barry's hei.d.
second-Maranvll-

two-bagg-

-

Old-rin- g
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WOMEN'S 25 c HOSIERY 20c

Lai VGoaaLoadiniStoto

don

l-ose4wm&L6
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SANTA

South SidoPlayi

"Oayx" "Wunderhose," every 25c
hose ia stcck included. Colors are
black and tan, all sizes,
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WILL Ml
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BEAUTIFY HER

PLACED

LAIS
This is the value of the cotton crop this year if there had been no war, but the
war has simply paralized the cotton market, causing the greatest industrial disaster
since the Civil War. Every additional dollar you spend for cotton goods keeps relieve
the pressure on those people just that much, We are offering unusual bargains as
an added incentive for you to purchase cotton goods.
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TRIAL

EXPERT
FROM AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE WILL HAVE CHARGE
OF THE WORK -

WIFE OF PHYSICIAN IS ACCUSED
OF KILLING A SOCIETY
WOMAN

New York, Oct 12. The case of
Santa Fe, Oct 12. That the capltol
ought to be rebuilt along Old Santa Mrs. Florence Carman, under indictFe lines is the opinion of Dr. R. W. ment for first
degree murder in conCorwin, the eminent surgeon, scientnection with the killing of Mrs. Louise
ist and social worker at the head of
was called for trial today at
Minnequa hospital at Pueblo, Colo. Beiley,
a special session- - of the supreme court
In an open letter he says:
"I feel that Santa Fe has excep- at Mlneola, L. I. The social standing
tional opportunity and will make a of the accused woman, together with
elements of mystery which regreat mistake if it fails to take ad- many
main to be solved in connection with
vantage of It.
65c FLEECED LINED UNIONS, 45c
121'a OUTING FLANNEL 8;2c
"Santa Fe is one of the oldest the case, promise to make the trial
Good quality, long knap, ovtiug in light and dark
A nice, white, well finished
union suit, Ions
cities in the United States. Some of one of the most notable that has takcolors.
en place in this vicinity in a long
.i!
sleeves, ankle length.
its earliest landmarks are still in ex$1.25 MERODE UNIONS, 92e
istence. They grow more and more time.
15c TOILE DU NORD GINGHAMS, 11c yd.
We have several numbers of this sterling garvaluable as centuries pass the adobe, Mrs. Louise Bailey, a woman of exThese include all the new patterns we have rewife of a prosnarrow
sale.
Medium
ment
in.
this
ceived this fall, all colors and patterns, In fancy
winding streets, mission cellent reputation, the
weight, ribbed in high
churches and buildings, carved gates perous manufacturer and the mother
and low neck styles; Jong and half sleeves; knee or
dress gingham, fancy plaids and nurse stripes.
and. ceiling timbers are strange and of a grown daughter, was killed while
ankle length. In all sizes.
Guaranteed against sun and tub.
a call on Dr. Carman in the
fascinating to the visiton.
People making
60c and 65e TIGHTS AND VESTS, 45c
office
In his house at Freeport
latter's
12'2c GORDON PERCALES, 10c
talk alb out the unusual what seems
Fine new garments, soft and comfortable in rib
n
of
the
June 30 last. The fanight
wonderful
to them, the artistic and
Yard wide, fast colors, new patterns, in light,
bed and fleece lined. High and low neck style
was
bullet
tal
fired
through the womhistoric. This is what will add more
dark, and fancies, and solid colors.
vests with long or short sleeves.
stood standing
an's
while
she
heart
and more to Santa Fe's attractiveness
35c FLEECED LINED GARMENTS, 24c
122e COTTON CHALLIES, 10c yd.
and bring tourists to the city. Why talking to the physician in his office.
Children's fleece lined, separate garments, in all
do people visit battle fields, art gal- A broken window pane showed where
36 in. wide in a variety o choice new patterns,
the slayer had stood when the shot
sizes to 24.
leries, castles, pyramids and temples?
just the thing for comforts.
was
fired.
65o SLEEPING GARMENTS, 45c
Why are thousands of tourists attractFrom
the very beginning the case
10c
ed to "foreign lands, undergo hard12;2c
CHEVIOTS,
Children's heavy fleeced lined sleeping garments,
yd.
was
in deepest mystery. Dr.
shrouded
on
and
same
see
to
Dr.
the
order
made
of
Denton
b
with,
garships
spend money
feet,
Assorted colors in stripes and checks, 27 in. and
Carman
declared
that he had never
ments.
strange and curious, if not to satisfy
30 in. widths.
met
so
Mrs.
far as he could
Bailey,
indi19c
a
in
25c NAZARETH WAISTS,.
every
craving that exists
15c KIMONA CLOTH, 11c yd
vidual who hais sufficient intellect and remember, until she called at his office the night of the tragedy. So far
education to appreciate?
Dainty new patterns in pink, blue, tan and brown
as is known there have been no de27
"Preserve
wide.
In.
old
building, gate,
every
grounds,
velopments to refute the physician's
fence or stone that has a history.
A very nice line of outing gowns in this sale.
WHITE GOODS
statements in this particular. The
thestreets
as
Made of nice warm outing flannel in pink and
"Keep
they were
20c Nainsook (fine quality)
16c. yd.
reasons for Mrs. Bailey's visit to the
if
of
remodel
different
a
and,
number
in
originally,
blue
possible
styles.
shades,
18c yd.
25c Nainsook (ex. fine)
your beautiful capitol so that it will phygician have remained unexplained.
65c OUTING GOWNS, 54c
1214c India Linons.
yd.
not look like the state buildings found Her home was at Hempstead, a con85c OUTING GOWNS, 70c
10c India Linons
,...72c yd.
In atny and every capitol city of our siderable distance from Dr. Carman's
10c yd.
$1.25 OUTING GOWNS, 98c
12!2c Lonsdale Muslin
home and" office, while her regular famland, but so Its design will harmonize
25 PER CENT DISCOUNT ON ALL MUSLIN
10c yd.
12i2c Fruit of the Loom Muslin
with its environment. Now your cap ily physician resided much nearer. Be10c Heavy unbleached, yd. wide Sheeting. .7'2c yd.
itol is incongruous and never will be fore she left her home Mrs. Bailey
memotherwise so long as Santa Fe is made no mention to any of the
of
intended
her
she
bers
that
family
Santa Fe.
Compared with the normal for 53 sta- 50 per cent or more of the possible
"The expense of remodeling the to visit Dr. Carman, nor had she comrecamount.
85
Roswell
more
recorded
or
tions having ten
years
per building would be returned to the
ord the rainfall was .3 Inch below. cent or more jf the possible amount. state In a generation. This suggesThe greatest monthly amount was For the state as a whole there were tion will be criticized, but- - it will
2.92 inches at Mountain Park, while 18 clear days, 10 partly cloudy and stand
investigation. When Ludwig I
four stations had no rainfall and ten two cloudy.
built the castles of Bajvaria he was
others had but a trace;. There was
Miscellaneous Phenomena
condemned, but these buildings have
Thunder storms occurred at many paid for themselves
an average of three days with .01 inch
many times over
stations on the 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th, 8th and now the Bavarian
or more precipitation.
points withj
to 12th, 17th, 19th to 22nd.
Solar pride to the structures he once called
Wind
The total wind movement for the halos were observed in northeast follies.
At one tima the rulers of
month
at Santa Fe was 4,460 miles, counties on the 6th, 15th,' 27th and Egypt started to pull down the pyra-mld- e
4hE
WAS
STATE
RAINFALL FOR
or 6.2 miles per hour; highest veloc- 29th; fog over the lower Pecos valley
that the stones might he used
I
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plained of any ailment ttuit would call
for medical attention.
A week after the tragedy Mrs .Car
man was taken into custody and ac
cused of the killing. The finger of
suspicion was first pointed at the
physician's wife wlieu a was learned
that she had installed a dictagraph in
her husband's office So that she might
learn what went on between him and
his women patients. Other evidence
was brought to light which indicated
that Mrs. Carman had been insanely
jealous of her husband.
At the time of her arrest Mrs. Car
man made out a pretty good alibi.
She declared that she was upstairs
in her own room at the time Mrs.
Baiiey was killed and did not go down
until long after the shot was fired.
This was corroborated by the statements of her mother and sister, who
a.' so were upstairs, and by her negro
maid. The latter, however, is said to
have changed her testimony subse
quently and to have said that Mrs.
Carman hurried into the back door
and up the stairs after the tragedy
had been enacted.
The immediate cause of Mrs. Carman's arrest was the testimony given at the coroner's hearing by
T. Bardes, an insurance solicitor. The story told by Bardes was substantially as follows:
On the evening of the murder he
determined to pay a professional visit
to Dr. Carman, and allow him to dress
a minor injury to one of his heels.
Arriving at the physician's house, he
dtcldecThe could dress the Injury himself and thereby save a doctor's fee.
So he walked past the house and then
turned to begin his journey home.
At that instant he heard an explosion.
He thought it was caused by an automobile tire, but when lie looked for
the machine he could! not find it. He
turned his eyes toward the lawn at
the side of Dr. Carman's house. A
woman, tall, well built, hatless, wearing a light shirtwaist and a dark skirt,
was moving away from one of the
windows at the side of the physician's
office toward the rear, of the house.
Sha was walking "In a hurry," the
witness swore.
On the strength of the testimony of
Bardes and other witnesses heard at
the preliminary hearing Mrs. Carman
as Indicted on a charge of man
slaughter. While she was at liberty
under bond the authorities pursued
their quest for further evidence. Dr.
Carman's house and grounds were ransacked in an effort to find a trace of
the weapon with which "the murder
had been committed. So far as Is
knewn, this search for the revolver
was fruitless. It is believed, however,
that other evidence was discovered
tending to strengthen the case against
the accused woman. This belief Is
based on the tact that several weeks
ago the grand jury which in July had
indicted her for manslaughter
was
brought together again and the result
as that a new indictment was re
turned charging Mrs. Carman with
murder In the first degree. The nature of the new evidence, if any such
were discovered, has not tbeen made

ARMY PRIDE OF THE COUNTRY

Troop, of Salvador Well Organized,
Compact and Quite Modern in
Equipment.
Ran Salvador. The army is the prido
of the country. It is well organized,
compact and quite modern. It presents a much better appearance than
the troops of some of the neigiiDonng

Salvadorans declare mat
army, yet there is a
prevalent belief that in case of troublewith Gautemala, or some other coun;ry, this army would quickly takejhe
iggressive.
there was a president of
Salvador who did much to organize
and perfect the army, lie gave espe
cial encouragement to shapshootingr
jountries.
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ALABAMA STATE EXPOSITION

Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 12. From
nearly all of the otates of the south
former Alabamians are gathering In
the capital for the home coming week
which began today in conjunction
with the Alabama state exposition.
With an unusually large attendance
already assured the state fair this
year promises to eclipse all former
exhibitions of its kind held in Alabama., The numerous buildings and
pavilions are filled to overflowing
with choice exhibits illustrating the
resources and industries of the state.
A race program and numerous feat
ures of entertainment have been pro
vided by the management,
CHURCH ANNIVERSARY
Quincy, Mass., Oct. 12. The his
toric old First Congregational (Uni-

tarian) church of this city today con
eluded a notable celebration, in honor
of the 275th anniversary of its organ
ization. Beneaith the walls of this
ancient edifice repose the bodies of
Presidents John Adams and John
Quincy Adams and. their wives. The
irst church was the first reliaious
body organized in the old town of
Braintree, of which Quincy was then
a part The movement which resulted in the organization of a church
wa;s started in November, lGOG, and
the first church building was com
pleted in the following February. Th
present structure dates from 1828.
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Cathedral, San Salvador.
and was himself a very skilled marksman. A favorite exhibition of his was
to shoot an apple or some other article
from the head of one of the soldiers.
It was his way of showing how skill'
ful the troops might become.
There
were a number of men in the ranks
who boasted the distinction that tho
president had shot an apple from their
heads. There never was emulation

for this distinction, but the soldiers
obeyed orders, and when the ordeal
was safely passed, those who had
passed it were men of note among
their comrades. One day the president
missed, and there was a dead soldier. It was explained afterward that
the president had been drinking and
his hand was a little unsteady. It was
also explained that he felt very badly
about the incident, and sent his condolences to the soldier's family. He was
really a good president, and he never
got over the accident.
Salvador does not rely solely on its
army to maintain and propagate its
counstanding among
of the
tries. It has taken to Itself-par- t
task of promoting
unity, with the special purpose of offsetting the supposed imperialistic
tendencies of the United States. There
are public men lu Salvador who really
think that their country is in danger
of absorption by what they call the
colossus of the North.
At different periods all South America has been flooded with literature,
emanating from Salvador, la which
the racial unity of the different peoples is set forth and plans are proposed for uniting them all against the
United States. Salvador put herself in
'
the front of the procession.
Much of this literature Is prepared
by Juntas, or bodies of students. The
young men are those who get easily
worked up over the specter of North
s
American imperialism, and write
to other young men urging that'
all unite in order to lay the ghost.
Some of this feeling Is really sincere,
but much of It Is manufactured. What
is needed to remedy it is to hav
more young Salvadorans sent to thd
)
colleges of the United States.
Americans in Salvador, who are eft
gaged in business, and who mind thelf
own business, have little trouble. They;
get along well with the government
and with the people, though they are
conscious at times of the existence ot
the
sentiment.
Latin-America- n

Latin-America- n

let-tor-

n

HOME TIES AND POKER FINES
Mayor Fixes Discriminatory Schedule
for Players In a Pennsyl;
vania Town.

Altoona, Pa. That married men
should be home with their families
at 2 o'clock in the morning, while
bachelors have considerably more liberty, and a man expecting a visit from
the stork needs all his money, were
the conclusions arrived at by Mayor
S. H. Walker, when hearing the cases
TEXAS MUSIC TEACHERS MEET of four men who were caught in a raid,
on a poker game.
Dajlas, Tex., Oct. 12. An attempt
man was fined $20.8OV
to improve the efficiency of music theThe married
g
man $15.80, and the
single
teachers in Texas will be made at
father, $10.80.
the Texas Congress of Music Teachers, which assembled in this city toHarvest Hand Capture Train.
day for a three days' session. The
Omaha, Neb. Two hundred harvest
congress will consider suggestions bands captured a Northwestern railand plans for raising the standard
road train and forced the trahitea to
efficiency in the schooling of the carry them to the northeastern Nemusic students of today. Debate and braska wheat fields. Nebraska rail- roads this
have suffered a loss
argument will be encouraged and the of $200,000 year
in railroad fares becausa
of
advisability
recommending a bill of stolen rides by harvesters.
,
to the legislature will be considered
stork-expectin-
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CHILD LABOR
PROBLEM

A

I

STATE

New Mexico has few drones. Of the
nun between 21 and 44 years of age
M.r per cent are engaged in gainful
occupations and of the men over 45
there are 9G.6 per cent. Woman's labor outside of the home is also a factor for 15.8 per cent of the women
between the ages of 21 and 44 work
for a salary or a commission, and
16.J of the women above 45 years.
In agriculture 66,87 males and
females are occupied;" In mtSjig
6.129 males;
n manufacturing 15,683.
males and 3,233 females; in transportation 9,413; in commerce 6,957; in
public service 1,248; in the professions 4,675 males, and 1,810 females;
in domestic service S,45 males and
5,304 females; in clerical work, 2.04X
rimles and 521 females. The female
workers are
professional
mostly
school teachers. It is also an
to learn that more men than
women are employed in domestic
service in New Mextco.
f
As about
the workers are
voters, it is easy to estimate from
these figures the vote that any particular class controls, The railroad
ote, according to these figures does
not amount to more than 4,000, as
of the 9,412 persons In transportaeion
work, there are many freighters, hack
drivers, etc, and of the railroaders
f
more than
are track and sec
tion men who are not held together
by class feeling as much as the few
hundred engineers, conductors; brake-n.e- n
and firemen.
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Nature's Willing Workers are
Always at Your
Service.
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Santa Fe, Oct. 12. That child labor
js as much of a problem in New Mexico as in the congested centers of the
counery is the assertion made by
those who have studied the most recent census figures and also the school
statistics of New Mexico. The census
bureau finds that in New Mexico there
pre 2,302 boys between the ages of 10
to J 3, or 10.3 per cent, of the total
mimber, who are engaged in gainful
pursuits. From 14 to 15 there are
boys thus engaged and from 16
to. 20, there are 12,144 or 74 per cent
of .the total. Five thousand boys under 15, therefore are out earning their
living not counting those who help
their parents on the farm or around
the home. Of girls there are 390 between the ages of 10 to 13 earning
their own living, 474 between the ages
of 14 and 15 and' 2,524 between the
apes of 16 and 20. These official statistics are remarkable when it is remembered that the compulsory school
law requires all persons between the
ages of 7 and 14 to attend school,
and that the school census includes
all persons between the ages of 5 and
22. But the statistics grow still more
Jtlarming when viewed in light of the
school statistics.
Only one out of every one hundred
Spanish-America- n
children yets beyond the fifth grade in school, mostly
on account of the plea that the parents are too poor and that the children
mvst leant to help earn a living. If
New Mexico is to take a creditable
place in- industry, progress, wealth,
culture, it is up to the legislature to
find a way, especially for Spanlsh-Ainericachildren eo smire the
same educational advantages as are
accorded the children of English
freaking parents or children in other
n

steles.

When one considers that New Mexico has only 61,083 men between the
af.es of 21 and 44 in gainful occupamen over 45 years,
'between the' ages
of 21 and 44 and 3,548 women over
43 years in gainful occupations, then
the proportion of children .at work
earning tholr living; or helping their
parents at home to such an extent
asr to be deprived or schooling
greater than Jn the congested
districts of the sweatshop districts
cf the big cities or the cotton mills
'
of the south.
Few Drones
The same statistics, however, also
show the gratifying condition that
tions and

28,249

or

women

8,1 43(

eye-oprn-

one-hal-

one-hal-

at. Work
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of New Mexico's

"

popula-
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eion, or to be exact 121,497 are employed in gainful occupations. There
are in the state outside of the temporary occupation along the southern
herder by regulars, 3fil soldiers, sail
ors and marines, most of them at
Fort Stanton and Fort Bayard sani
tariums. There are 15,079 females
in gainful occupations, 13,023 foreigners. 7,770 of mixed parentage, 627
nrgroes, and 5,784 Indians with a
few Japanese and Chinese included in
the latter number.
Hut in the meanwhile the greatest
problem In New Mexico Is: How can
each child be kept in school until it
ban had a high school education or
an equivalent in manual training or
domestic science. The future pros
perity and greatness of the common
wealth depends upon the answer.
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It Is eczema, pimples, bolls or worse
your safeguard is 8. S. S., the famous
It Is always lined up to
blood purifier.
attack diseased blood. And It always does
the work. It does the work after disapafter alleged specialists, merpointment,
cury, Iodides, strychnine, arsenic and other
destructive drugs that have reaped a harvest of mistakes and left a host of Invalids
S. 8. 8.
guessing as to what la to come.
is not such a drug as the cupidity or Ignorance of man would be able to produce.
It la Nature's wonderful contribution to
It 1b wonderful because it
our necessities.
can not be imitated; can not be made any
other way than to assemble Nature's products and produce what a host of men know
eg S. 8. 8., the world's greatest medicine.
There are people everywhere that had an
old sore or ulcer that defied all the salves
And yet 8. 8. S. taken into the
known.
blood just naturally put into that old sore
the elements that made new tissue, new
flesh, and covered It with a new coating of
healthy skin. Get a bottle of 8. S. 8.
today of any druggest and be on the way
But beware- - of
to perfect blood health.
substitutes. For special advice consult the
medical department, The Swift Specific Co.,
65 Swift BIdg.. Atlanta, Ga. It Is free
and has helped a multitude.
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New York Salcsfooms
32 Warren Street

reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There i only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. - Deafness Is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lin
ing of the Eustachian Tuba When
this tube is Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by C&
tarrh, which is nothing but an Inflammed condition of the mucous sur
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Meridea
Connecticut

;
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We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
lar free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O,
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.
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RETURN to simplicity in lines
and style is promised in dress de
signs for the coming fall season.
Prophets of fashiou say that we shpll
be governed by things military in the
matter of clothes. We may therefore

expect shorter shoulder lines, straight
skirts, waistcoat effects,' buttons and
braids in decorations. The poise of
the figure will change, and the proper
thing in carriage will also be military. That is, this will all happen if
the purveyors of fashion are right in
their predictions.
But the transition from our loosely
garments of tohanging,
day will not be too sudden. The gown
pictured here shows signs of transition. One first remarks in it the absence of the long tunic and the disappearance of any extra drapery in the
skirt. The skirt is, however, cut so
that it does not hang in straight
lines but has the effect of wrapping
the figure somewhat.
The small coat Is provided with a
set-ivest of chiffon velvet, extending
seam to a point
from the under-ara little above the swell of the bust.
It is finished across the back and
sides with a plaiting of the fabrlo of
easy-goin-

g

n

The

Beach

Iflis-i- s
sloped from th
sides toward the back In a shart
curve. A short panel at the middle
of the back hangs from above the
waist Hit's to more than half the
length of the plaitings below. The
body of the jacket is cut with the
shoulder in ore piece, ard the
straight sleeve is set in with
a little fullaess p.t the top. The jacket
is finished with A rolling collar of the
velvet held in p!ace by small wires.
It is provided with buttonholes and
large buttons maTching those ussd to
decorate the front of the skirt. By
way of a finishing touch a little pocket
at each side is simulated.
The bottom of the sleeves and ol
and the tor
the Jacket, the pocket-flaof the sleeves, are decorated with a
fine latticework of the smallest
soutache braid. This decoration appears again in a band across the front
of the skirt. The dress is worn over
blouse of wash silk or
a
crepe dt chine. It Is a graceful mod.
ou which, one may safoly decide wliile
awaiting the establishment of the.
military styles which are, so far, only
rumored.

the dress.

three-quarte-
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bonnets which
TWO very pretty
little frivolities of headwear
in which the summer girl is privileged
to indulge herself are shown here. One
of them, the beach bonnet, is patterned after the sun bonnet of long
ago. But it is made of less substantial materials and suggests a short
Hie and a merry one for its own exThe beach bonnet Is also
perience.
called a garden bonnet, and is, in fact,
a sun bonnet to be put on for the
practical purpose of shading the eyes
and face whenever the girl on an outing may need it.
These beach bonnets are made of
thin wash fabrics, such as dimity, figured lawns, organdies, cotton crepes,
fabrics.
or any of the
They are trimmed with val laces. The
bonnet In the picture is made of a
lavender lawn. The brim is stiffened
with an interlining of crinoline having
sewed about the
a fine thread-wiredge. It is trimmed with a band of
the lawn edged with val lace, which
extends around the crown and forms
two rosettes at the front. The crown
is simply a puff of lawn.
These little bonnet3 made as described may be successfully laundered
if they are taken apart arid the work
very carefully done. In this case the
brims are to be a little stiffened with
Btarch. But laundering is really not
counted in when they are constructed.
They cost next to nothing and the
same lace will serve on a new bonnet.
They are very pretty in flowered lawns
and in the quaint figured cotton crepes.
The brims must not be too still, to
they are supposed to be "floppy" about
the face.
A much more ambitious bonnet, designed for garden parties or other festivities, and one which will do service
e
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LUMBER.
NAVAJO BLANKETS
BAIN WAGONS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES
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JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
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Trinidad. Colo.
ttowe, N. M.
Santa Pe, N. M.

long-sleeve- d

Bonnet,

in

yr

3

Was $7.00
Now S?4.98
both winter and summer, is shown in
two views. It is made of velvet and
lace. Ribbon and flowers are used in
decorating this highly picturesque example of headwear from Carlier of
Paris. A bonnet of this kind is made
over a light wire frame. It is not an
easy matter to accomplish It unless
one understands something of the art
of the professional milliner. In fact,
to make so unusual a piece of head-wearequires much exercise of skill.
The example shown In the model Is
fascinating and full of distinction. It
will prove a valuable asset to the
smart woman who has occasion to vary
her millinery.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
r'

Wraps for Evening.
Old Bhawls. make capital evening
cloaka edged with lace and lined with
a color. Persian and oriental shawls
are best adapted to the purpose. Mexican shawls can be turned to the best
account in the toilet, but old scarfs
are Invaluable for negligees mixed
with tulle and flowers, and they drape
evening dresses to great perfection
Scarfs will make panel backs to skirts,
held together with any material that
best assimilates with them.
Spice

Sachet

satisfactory sachet for scenting
powder or putting Into little bags
among your clothes or household linen
is made for the most part of ordinary
spices from the pantry shelf. It calls
for equal quantities of ground mace,
nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon and caraway seed. All these spices should be
freshly grpimd, so that they will be
full of spicy odor. Weigh the combined ingredients and add the muuq
amount of orris root, ground.
A

(

0 COPAfy

When you want a fact to become
generally known, the right way is to
publish" it Mr9. Joseph Kalians, Peru,
Ind., was troubled with belching, sour
stomach and frequent headaches. She
writes, "I feel it my duty to tell
others what Chamberlain's Tablets
have done for me. They have helped
my digestion and regulated my bowels. Since using them I have been
entirely well." For sale by all dealers. Adv,

OLD GAMBLING GAME

Deafness Cannot Be Cured

When your food does not digest
and you feel "blue," tired and
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINB at bedtime. It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and re--,
stores a fine feeling of health and energy. Price 50c. Sold by Central
Drug Co. Adv.
well

Why Not Publish It?

Adv.

Santa Fe, Oct 12. Dr. T. P. Martin of Taos reports the discovery of
a gambling game among the Taos
Indians even older than the game of
canute, which is played with sticks.
The Pueblos are secretive about it, but
have disclosed to Dr. Martin its intri
cacies.
It is played with sticks and
Etones and the count is according to
tho direction or slant that a stick
thrown Into the air fall3 in relation
to other objects. The game also has
meanits ceremonial and sympolic
ing and Is said not to have been described by ethnologists before this.

outfielder,

non-suppo-

Dispatches from Berlin state that
the capitulation Qf Antwerp has caus- -

nn

fwiim

Old-rin- g,

Canute, Kan., Oct. 12. Five perout Germany, where the general opin- sons
were killed' and 20 injured In a
ion Is that the fall of the Belgian city
tornado which 6wept a path 18 mile
marks the begi-ninof the end. Ev- wide
through Wilson and Neoshu
erywhere there are signs of great re- counties
Saturday.
joicing. Flags have been raised and
demonstrators parade the streets.

-

PLENTY OF CARS
Santa Fe, Oct. 12. By the end of
the year, New Mexico will have more
than 3,000 registered automobiles, or
almost one for every 100 inhabitants.
This is an increase of 50 per ccrf
over last year, which speaks well for
the prosperity of the past 12 months
in the state, as these 3,000 automobiles represent an investment of
of the total
or
taxable valuation of the state, and
an annual outlay of at least half a
million dollars for gasoline,
repairs
and equipment.
The Fords lead, of course In the
make of automobiles, for of the 2,979
cs.ra registered up to last evening by
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
896 are Fords, or practlcaly one out of
ev ery three cars in New Mexico is a
Ford.
Next in popularity is the
P.uick with 418 cars registered, or one
in every seven cars m New Mexico is
a Bulck. The Studebaker is third
with 278 cars, then the Overland with
2'.e. the Cadillac 128, Reo 80, Chal
mers 59, E. M. F. B, Hopmobtte 56
Velie. 44, Maxwell 41, Hudson 40,
34,
Flanders, 36, Abbott-Detroi- t
32, Metz, Haynes,
Regal, 30
each; the other makes having- eaoh
from one to 20 cars registered with
the secretary of state.

Athletics'-vetera-

was arraigned ibefore Magistrate Stevenson Thursday and hold in bail for
court on charges of desertion and
preferred by his wife, Mrs.
Helen I. Oldring. Oldrlng's engagement to a Bridgetown, N. J., girl wa
announced a few days ago.

GERMANS ARE PLEASED
Rome, Oct. 12 (by way of London).

There are. many times when one
man questions another's actions and
Men act differently under
motives.
The quesdifferent circumstances.
tion is, what wCuld you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do better than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It Is highly recommended by people who have used it
for years and know Its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy: is worth its
weight in gold and I take pleasure in
Stop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
recommending It." For sale by all
They hang on all winter if not
dealers. Adv
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases'. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar ComStops
pound, and take it freely.
coughs and colds, heals raw inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
a

the

Adv--

1

WIFE ANGRY
12. "Rube"

Philadelphia, Oct.

thing else that comes before the pubI
lic, has to prove its merits. The law
of the survival of the fittest applies
iu this field aa In others. The reason
for the tremendous success of Lydla
R. rinkham's Vegetable Compound Is
because it has been fulfilling a real
human need for 40 years, so that today thousands of American women
owe their health and happiness to the
marvelous power of this famous med- licine, made from roots and herb- snature's remedy for woman's Ills.

3

MEXICO
NEW
IN
CONDITIONS'
WORSE THAN IN SWEAT
SHOP DISTRICTS

OLDRING'S

A MEDICINE OF MERIT
A proprietary medicine, like every-

That is if you will sell us your old coffee pot for
$1.00. If not the price will be

The "TIIERMAX"

Electric Coffee Percolator
makes delicious coffee without boilicj.

The

Pat-tent-

ed

Pumping Device will

Save

i on Your Coffee Bill

a

as less ground coffee is required than wlica isaie
cy other methods. A Fusible PkJ Safety Device
does away with all chances of fire or damage iu fte
percolator or table.

v

IA i j
The "THERMAX" Percolator is
No
certain as to results.
wciil;.; Lr
;
A "twitch of the switch" an J ia a j'
ready, You can make

5 Cups at a cost o

4,

There's a treat in store for yon II j
tested coffee made electrically.
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tie possible to provide the dependent boys and girls with an indus
trial education whereby as their effi
ciency grows, they may learn to earn
enough to pay their expenses. Educa
tors declare that the Spanish-Americachildren progress equally as rapdily
as do those of other races, when given equal opportunity. It is up to the
""
sti te to give it to them.
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To consider in Selecting Your Bank.
First: Will my money be safe?

--

(

With ample capital and surplus, conservatively managed by directors
who have been successful in their business affairs, this bank offers safety
and prompt and liberal service to depositors of responsibility.
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you satisfaction.

Robert J. Taupert

Jeweler anl Optician

S.F. Watch Inspector

A.T. &
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MMMff&r
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MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MOwEV

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
root of main

fhonm Matnlil

attack by pate in the operations designed to
cither land or water. The rumor that crush Germany."
the Austrian army has not been toWANTED Ciean cotton rags at
tally annihilated as had been claimed
is gaining force, as is also the report Optic office.
that the Russian troops opposing them
Read The Optic Want Ads.
have so far not been able to partici- -

come the objective of an

.
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Spanish-America-
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Spanish-America-

See These New

.

CORSET STYLES

.

Concentrated
Food Strength

In conjunction with "The Fourth
Corset
Gossard Proclamation of Authoritative
Styles," we are, placing on exhibition a full line o
models of the beautiful new corsets which will set
the styles for; well dressed women this season.
Our illustration shows the general lines that the style
makers have decided on, but nothing less than a perSemi-Annu-

.

de-r.i-

Sipanlshi-Ameiica-

sonal inspection will give you a satisfactory idea of theiq
beauty and comfort
If you are. pntemplating the purchase of a new frock"
or suit, you' should by ail means purchase your corset
first. The corset is the 'foundation of your entire appearance, and ho "frock, nd matter how expensive, vill bft:
.v
I pmartunless your corset has the correct ne.w, lineal

-

'

'

h
1

In our complete assortment of the new'styies in Gossard
Front Lacing porsets, we have a model for every known
type of figure. The prices run from $ to $25, depending
upon the material used. The lower priced Gossards are
correct in style, and will give splendid wearing service.
Our experienced corsetieres will be glad to give you
their expert advice and a oersonal fitting at any time.

.

te

(jossdrd
CORJTS

ur

TJieyLacQ

"There's a Reason"

In front

Gossard Corsets set the correct styles for the entire
civilized world.
These styles for the next six
months are just out. See them. at your earliest convenience if you would be correctly attired.
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PERSONALS
J. Rudolph of St. "Louis is stop-- 1
ping at one of the hotel.
U. A. Jeager of Jerome, Ariz., is in
the city for a brief stay.
Miss Irine Ogdea of Roy, visited in
Las Vegas over Sunday.
William Rose of Globe, Ariz., was
among the arrivals on Saturday.
J. W. Hadley of Denver is among
the more recent arrivals in Las VeG.

gas.

'

Y.

colls.
John Bruntori of Shoemaker is in
the city for a short time, visiting his
many friends.
Max Levy of Denver, formerly a resident of Las Vegas, is in the city for
a few days' rest.
Mrs. L. D. Bragg of Ocate, N. M.,
came to Las Vegas on Saturday for a
elH.rt shopping visit.
H. H. Schmidt and C. H. Zimmerman of Davis, Calif., are among the
Tecent arrivals in Laa Vegas.
Mrs. Fred Phillips, who has been
visiting in Kansas for several weeks,
returned home last evening.
Miss Katherine Drake of Hodges,
N.M., arrived in lias Vegas yesterday
evening to visit Miss Helen Kelly for
several, weeks.
. R. ft."
Champion, who has secured
a 'position with the Wagon Mound
school board, registered at a local
hotel yesterday.
Mrs. Beulah Stem of VicksWg,
Miss., a sister of Mrs. Ben Lewlo, arrived in the city yesterday. SheTwtll
be the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
for the winter.
John Qulgley, a locat railroad man
whr. went east some weej;s ago to undergo a serious operation, has returned to Las Vegas much improved in
health. The operation is said to have
been successful.
Mrs. H. J. Ryan, Mrs. Peter .T.
and Mrs. S. A. Clement went
to Rociada Saturday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. John McNierney to, lie
the latters' guests for the weekend.
They returned home today.
Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez left on
train No. 1 Saturday for Albuquerque
to get James Reynolds, the young man
who is said to have defrauded II. A.
Harvey out of a $65 board bill by offering a bad check in payment.

BOSTON WINS THE

YOU
i

SUIT

Em-enak-

We have a complete line of for-

1

eign and domestic suitings, com-

prising all the latest weaves, and
at right prices.
Pressing, cleaning and repairing

A

At.

SURPLUS
$50,000.00
'

V,.

I

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

S

CHAS. LE
TAILOR
SS2

the bench and bar throughout the
United States, together with a number of eminent Canadian jurists, are
gathering in this city in anticipation
of the fortieth annual convention of
the American Bar association. Committees In charge Of the arrangements
for the convention met today and completed the final details of their worki,
Tomorrow there will be meetings of
the trust compajny, savings bank,
clearing house and other sections.
The general sessions of the association wlili occupy Wednesday and
Thursday.

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID 0Nt TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANE
030,000.00

Mo-rail- 's

You Will Find

'

I

the best in all :

o:

10

.,

Barry-Mc-Inn-

tobacco you now smoke you
"better tobacco than you ever
smoked before." Naturally, you kept
trying until you found a "better" one.
' But it stands to reason that since there is
a difference in tobaccos, you may be missing still greater pleasure in a still better smoke
in the BEST smoke, in fact.
Tuxedo is the best smoke because no
better tobacco leaf grows, and no process of
treating tobacco leaf equals the original
i'Tuxedo Process."

T. Hoskins, Cashier.

leaguer. Maranvilie stole second and
went to third when Schang'a throw
went to centrefield. Gowdy walked.
Maranvilie was caught out at third
on an attempted
double steal, the
play being Sehang to Collins to Baker.
One run, two hits, one error.
Fifth Irfhing
First Half, Philadelphia Schang
flied out to Moran. Deal threw out
Bush, Bush making no attempt to run
CAPITAL
out his hit. Murphy doubled to left
Oidring struck out. No runs, one hit,
OFFICE WITH THE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
no errors.
Stcoud Half, Boston Bush threw
out Tyler. Barry took care of
WM. G. HAYDON
.
President
grounder and threw him out at
H. W. KELLY
.
first. Evers got a single to left, just
D. T. HOSKINS
out of Barry's reach. Collins threw
Treasurer
out Connolly at first. It was a slow
roller and Collins made a quick play
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
on it. No runs, one hit, no errora
Sixth Innning
First Half, Philadelphia Colltns
liounced a hit off Deal's glove. A
double plaly followed, Evers took not a sacrifice. Collins went out on
Baker's grounder and tossed to Ma a fly to Deal. Baker was purposely
ranvilie, forcing Collins. Maranvilie passed. Evers took Mclnnis grounder
ll
then threw ou Baken. Deal threw and tossed it to Maranvilie, forcing
P
out .Melnnis. No runs, one hit, no er Baker on second. No runs, no hits,
I
no errors.
ror'S.''''
;;.
Second Half, Boston Gowdy doubl
becond Half, Boston Bush tossed
out Whitted at first. Schmidt out ed to the left field stand. Mann ran
on a fly to Oidring.
Deal doubled for Gowdy. Gilbert batted for James.
into the left field stand. Maranvilie Gilbert was purposely passed. Mann
was out on a high fly to Schang, who scored when Bush took Moran's bunt
took the ball near the pitcher's box. and threw wildly to the left of Baker.
One run, one hit, one error.
h
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Hi it.
Seventh (nning
M
The Box Score
First Half, Philadelphia Walsh
AH
H
H
PH1LA
PO
A
fouled out to Deal Tyler tossed out
2
2
2
2
5
Barry at first. Every threw out Murphy, rf
5 0
1
Schang, No runs, no hits, no errors. Oidring, If
4
1
0
Stcond half, Boston Barry threw Collins, 2b
4
5
0
out Gowdy at first. Tyler fanned. Baker, 3b
II
1
5
18
Barry threw out Moran. No runs, no Mclnnis, lb
4
1
0
Walsh, cf
hits, no errors.
5 0
0
as
Barry,
Eighth Inning
i!
5
1
6
First Half, Philadelphia Bush was Schang,
0
0
5
Bush,
p
out, Tyler to Schmidt, on the best
fielding play of the game. Schmidt
k
Total
took the ball near the foul line and
ft 4 8 33 31
M
made a back hand throw to Tyler.
M
R,
BOSTON
AB
A
PO
II
.Murphy went out on a high fly to
2
5
0
Whitted. Oidring went out pn a fly Moran, rt
5
0 3 3
5
to Moraii. No runs, no hits, no er- Evers, 2b
IS
4 0 0
Connolley, It
rors.
0 0 2
5
0
Second Half, Boston Bush tossed Whitted, cf
1
1
5
1 17
out Evers. Barry threw out Connolly Schmidt, lb
0
3
5
Deal, 3b
at first. Whitted out by
4
1
1
2
3
route. No runs, no hits, no er- Maranvilie, ss
Mr. Macario Martinez, Mr. Clar Pierce,
GERMANY NOT BROKE
6
0
Gowdy, c
rors.
i 4
Mr. Charles
Sr. Gregorio
Ribal,
Berlin, Oct, 12 By wireless to
0
0
0
xMann
Ninth Inning
L. I.) The return for last week
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Sweet, Mrs.
3
0
0
1
5
First Half, Philadelphia Maranvilie Tyler, p
Elmer E. Studley, G. A. Turner, Mr. Issued by the reichstag shows an in
!- 1 0 0 0 0
threw out Collins. It was a pretty xxDevore Juan Taylor, Dr. A. O. Tiedt, Mr. and crease of 64,000,000 marks ($126,000,- 2
0
0 0 0
Mrs. Albert F. Wells.
stop and throw by the Boston shorts- James, p
in specie notes, while circulatloa
0
0 0 0
0
When calling for the above letters shows a decrease of 292,000,000 marks
top;. Baker shot a double down the txxxGilhert .
right field line. Mclnnis filed "out to
please ask for ''Advertised Letters." ($73,000,000).
5
9 38 19
41
Total
Connolly. Walsh wa purposely passE. V. WJNG, Postmaster.
ed to first. Barry fouled out to Gow-d- j
KANSAS vCITY LIVE STOCK
No runs, one hit, no errors.
Kansas city, Oct 12. Hogs, receipts
xBatted for Tyler in tenth. V t
Second Half, Boston Baker threw
S;000.
xxMann ran for Gowdy in twelfth LOOKED LIKE RIOT
Market steady. Bulk $7.50
out Schmidt. Baker also threw out inning.
7.00; heavy $7.G07.80; packers and
Deal. It was a fine stop and throw
butchers ?7.7.75..
xxxBatted for James in twelfth.
ON LINCOLN AVENUE
by Baker. Barry threw out MaranScore by Innings:
Cattle, receipts 31,000. Market lowvilie. No rune, no hits, no errors.
er Prime fed steers $1010.90; westPhiladelphia ".:.10O 100 000 2004
ern steers $0.759; calves $G13.50.
Tenth Inning
Boston
..010 100 000 2015 GANG OF FANS GATHERED
IN
;
First Half, Philadelphia The game
Sheep, receipts 17,000. Market steaSummary:
FRONT OF OPTIC TO GET
was1 tied not only on runs but hits
Two-basdy. Lambs $77.60; yearlings $3.25
hits Murphy 2; Gowdy
and
BASEBALL SCORES
errws as well:- Schang' singled to lefu. 2; Mclinuis, Deal Baker.
6.
v
Bush Tanned. Murphy 'nliTto Tyler,
Home runs Gowdy.
on
avelooked
a
riot
like
Lincoln
It
who threw late to Maranvilie to catch
Hits off Tyler 8 in 10 innings; off nue this afternoon when the
big gang NOT THE MAN
SHE WANTED
Schang.
Murphy was also safe on James, none In two innings.
of baseball fans besieged The Optic
the fielder's choice. Oidring went out,
Sacrifice hits Oidring.
office to learn the baseball scores by
Probably Lucky for Caller That Vlo-tiEvers to Schmidt. The ball also
.
Sacrifice fly Collins, Connolly.
The fans were full of pep
of Mistake Wa Good.
struck Tyler and he got an assist on Stolen bases Collins, Evers, Maran- innings.
j
and many of them had distinctly deNatured
Individual.
the play. Collins walked. Schihg vilie. vV.i ..
veloped preferences. They kept such
and Murphy scored on Baker's infield.
to Maranvilie
Double plays-EVe- rs
Fifteen years ago or so, when one of
track of the hits and errors, as
good
Evers was holding the ball when Mur- to Schmidt :??'
bulletined from the front of the office, our Central street business men waa
phy ran home. Mclnnis filed, out to Left on .bases Philadelphia 10; Bos- that a mistake of a
considerably younger than he is now,
single digit in a and
he would not be considered old
Whitted. Two .runs, two hits, no er ton 8.
27
detected
would have been
total of
now, a very pleasant woman who waa
rors.
on
Off
balls
First base
Bush, 4; instantly. The official announcer was not
acquainted with him came to the
Second Half, Boston -- The official FTyler, 3; James, 3.
on nettles by the good natured store and asked If he wag Mr.-.
scorer now decjdes not to credit Mur-- f First base on errors Philadelphia kept
He replied that he was, and she proof the fans.
kidding
'
pnr with a steaa, but states that5 is l. .,".(
r
The "telephone was kept ringing al- ceeded with her errand.
scored iri the hit
, It developed
that an Old Folks' servBy Bush 4; Tylers ii; most constantly 'by" the" enquirers as
halt Struck
was to be givea by some church orGowdy got a home rutMntO'
James,'!;?""'1
to the progress of eveitta In Boston. ice
field bleachers.
on a' 'certain night several
ganization
Devor
Jr-batted for ' "Time-3:0- 8.
The Optic is glad to have its Wends
r- ad
hence
evenings
Mr.
'a presTyler. Devore struck' out Moran
I mpires Plate, Klemr "bases, Dinen ; call up as often as they please for
ence was greatly desired.' Would ha
walked.
;
Evers singled, Moran going left field, Byron; right field, Hilde-bienbaseball dope. It is requested that come if a carriage called at his house?
'
to third. Moran scored on
Connelly's
Main 9 be used, as" It connects with
Somewhat taken aback at being
sacrifice. Whitted went out on a
fly Official attendance 35,520.
the news department,' where the re- placed in the class with the aged, Mr.
to Baker. Two runs, two hits, no
National port, comes in on a special leased wire.
Total receipts $63,808.
replied very courteouIv "that aa
he had ridden 3.C00 mllm that uwmeP
commission's share, $!80.80 Players'
on his bicycl" ha (Joiibu-.- l if he cmM
Eleventh Inning
HAD A MOTIVE
share, $34,456.32.
get into a carriage, but if
First Half, Philadelphia It was ofwouM
Each club's share $11,485.44.
Ixndon, Oct. 12. A Central News ub wining 10 send a tfrajr,
tism;-bficially announced that the attendance
mesa
dispatch .from Rome says that
perhaps he would be fib
was 35,520.
James went into the
y wis time one of Iiiss fc
sage to the Messagro from Petrograd
ADVERTISED
LETTER
LIST
box for Bostoa
James threw out
sociates was climbing into
the
Russians
states
abandoned
the
Walsh.
Barry grounded to Schmidt,
Letters remaining uncalled for, for siege of Przemysl in order to put of the safe und anouv-unassisted. Schang walked.
unaer u;e
"ot t:
Bush the week ending October 10, 1914.
themselves in a strategical position to what dazedcounter.
struck out. No runs, no hits, no
Mra. O. W. Arlitt, Mr. T. B. Anning, meet the Austrian-Germaarmy.
did it occur H
Mr. W. E. Brown, (2) Mrs. Black, Mr.
S fti!inT If!
Second Half, Boston Schmidt foulT. C. Cochran, Miss Irene Cunningof the l
cipient
ed out to Schang, Deal went out on
('
AutomobHe stage line to Mora tri- II.) Journal Ti
ham, Mr. A. B. Cunningham, Mrs. Dave
a fly to Murphy.
Baker threw out Colin, Mr. George Escorte, Dr. J. A. weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and SatMaranvilie. No runs, no hits, no erCYCI.
ruller, Jr., Juaniia Garcia, Mrs. W. F. urday, leaving Las Vesas poatofno
rors.
Canulf. ::
i a. m arriving Mora 9:45 a. m
Hender, Mr. Chris. Harris, Miss
Twelfth Inning
ITerrera, Mr. Harry J, Kraira-e- r, Leave Mora 4 p. rn. arrive Laa Vera? sons wer iJn
First Half, Philadelphia Murphy
Mrs. Cathryne Lane, Severe lopez, 5:45 p. m. Fare for 'round trip, 13; tornado wh'di
walked.
James threw out Oidring at Mr. Frank
tlirr-'.;..jLauderdale, Miss Margue- one way, $3. Ronnd trip tickets good
first. Murphy went, to second.- It wns rite at
if thews, Mr. Ahenicio Martinez, for one week. II. B. Tlnbl-arrrop

STOQtt

receive special care.

D.

t.

For Fall and Winter should be
ordered now.

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

fft

(Continued From Page One.)

THE

pleasant smoe, a menial bracer
the ideal tobacco."

OF

1

You Smoke a "Belter" Tobacco
Why Not Smoke The Best?

WALLACE IRWIN
writer and lyricist
"Tuxedo is always welcome.

3i

eiES

THE

week.
J. A. Wilson, of Watrous is in the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess left
for a brief stay,.
city
where
this afternoon for Santa Fe,
Mr. Spiess has been called in the case
Today is Columbus day. As preof Nordhaus against Stab. Mr. Spiess
announced, the banks were
viously
defendant.
the
represents
Domingo Hays of Apache" Springs, clcsed, but otherwise it might just as
is in the city today. Mr. Hays re- well have been Pete's day or anybody
ports that the country near his home else's. Business went on just as usual
is unusually dry. This applies to the in all other lines, a curious fact in
results of the weather, and has no- connection with these holidays is that
do not make any
thing to do with a local option elec- the laws of the state
school
for
holidays.
provision
tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig W. Ilfeld, who
have been in Santa Fe for a week vis- LAWYERS GATHER IN RICHMOND
Richmond, ya., Oct. 12. Leaders of
iting Adjutant General and Mrs. Her-

ring, returned to Las Vegas Saturday
by motor. Mr. Ilfeld commented this
mcrning on the excellent condition of
the roads between here and the capital city.
Neville J. Hines. who has been
spending the summer months in Chicago with his parents, has returned
to Las Vega&, where he will remain
during the winter for the benefit of
his health. Mr. Hines withstood the
attacks of the summer heat in Chicago in fine shape and has returned
to New Mexico in good physical

GUI

THIRD

3EIE

-

Farr of Eaton, Colo., was In
the city Saturday for a few business
,T.

Milnor Rudulph, Jr., of Mora is in
the city for a brief stay.
Hugo Soaberg, an attorney of Katon,
spent yesterday in Las Vegas.
D C. Winters left Saturday for ai- buquerque on a brief business trip.
Miss Margaret Needham of Watrous
is making a short stay in Las Vegas.
A. C. Erb left yesterday for Detroit,
Mich., where he was called by the
death of his father.
of
A. A. Sena and Frank Clark
Park Springs are in the city today
on a brief business visit.
County Engineer George A. Morrison left for Chaperito today wherebe will remain on official business for
a short time.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo left this
afternoon for Pueblo, Colo., where he
will be engaged for several days in a
criminal case.
Sig Nahm, of the firm of Stern and
Nahm,, left by automobile this morning for Wagon Mound, where he went
to collect sheep for the firm.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Daniels of Mo
bile, Ala., are in Las Vegas to spend
the winter. They are busily engaged
in searching for a furnished house.
Mr. and Mrs. Wolf Morantz, Mrs.
Heineman and Miss Clara Helneman
from Denver,
returned yesterday
where they have Ibeen visiting for a

12, 1914.
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The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette
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purest tobacco grown.
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We know that Tuxedo is made of the
ISitbL tobacco ncn, mellow, perrectiy agea
Kentucky Burley. None better can be
because none better is grown.
' ' It h treated by the famous original Tuxedo
for removing! th sting and bite '6f, the
natural vegciauic uus.
Tuxedo was born in 1904. Its first imitator
appeared two years later.
Since then a host of imitations have sprung up.
No other tobacco can
"!i '
the
unique pleasure
give
of Tuxedo because no
other maker has yet been
able to 'equal the Tuxedo
quality.
.
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GEORGE E. PHILLIPS
Mayor of Covineton, Kentucky

"A good pipe, and Tuxedo to fill
it, and I'm satisfied. The tobacco

in the Utile green tin has no rival
I am concerned."

as far as

QLf'

YOU CAN BUY TUXEDO
, EVERYWHERE

fm
llii.

Famous green tin with gold let- - 1
tering, curved to fit the pocket
Convenient pouch, inner-lau- d
C
with moisture-proo- f
paper . . Ov.
hi Gan HumidoTB SOc and SOc
THE

AMERICAN TOUAOCO
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NO MORE ROMANCE

o

OPTIC

"She

o
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WHS

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOOD3 OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Regular comOffice Crockett Building
munication first and
to Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 6 p. m.
third Thursday
Residence Phone Main 384
cc& month. Visiting
others cordially In

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
A.

O
O

COLU

o
o
oc
c

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

poFWork

o
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Summer Hoarder Oh for a drink
from the old oaken bucket! Where is
it?
The Farmer The old oaken bucket
was unsanitary. We have supplied In
dividual drinking cups Instead.
TIT FOR TAT
y.

,

Will

-

"

"'

Done Quickly and

ightly

.

one
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New Maid Mrs. G. Ossip called
while you were out, ma'am.
Mrs. Tellit Wright Thank goodness, I was out.
New Maid That's just what she
said, ma'am.

THE EDUCATED FLY

The Spider Will you walk Into my
parlor?
The Fly Thanks, but I read the
papers and am "on." Good day.

BENEATH THE DEEP

RATES

FOR

B

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo- cation first Monday In each

vDVER

CLASSIFIED

.s

GEO. H. HUNKER
Attorney-at-La-

East Las .Vegas, New Mexico.

LOCAL TIME

MSB

f. month at Masonic Temple
Flvs cents per line each Insertion.
VI at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
East Bound
Estimate six ordinary words to line
H. P.: F. O. Blood, Secre
R'Sr!
Arrive
No ad to occupy less space than two
tary.
3:20 p. m
No. I
All ndvertlssments
lines
charged
No. 4... .11:64 p. m
will bs booked at space actually set
0. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. No, I.... S:25 a. m
without regard to number ef words-4. Meets every Monday evening at No.
II.. 1:15 p. m
Cash In advlnce preferred
their hall on Sixth stseet All visiting
Wsst Bound
brethren cordially lnvitei to attend
Arrive
J. Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers, No. 1
1:10 p. m....
V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl No.
I .... 1:35 a. m.....
WANTED Girl for general house- Wertz, Treasurer; C V. Hedgoock, No. 7 ..v. 4:20 p. m
.... :S5 p. m
No.
work at Harvey's Ranch. Address Cemetery Trustee.

U

Det-Jtr- t

7:46
11:61

.

&

.

f

l:Sf

a. to.

1:M

Hs

DeKfl

i:

U

:4 a.
4:81 .

7:M

P, O. ELKS Meets second and
CALL FOR CONVENTION
fourth
Tuesday evening of each
WANTED Reliable woman for genof the
Republican headquarters
month Elks" home on Nin& street
eral housework. 725 Sixth street
Las
Vegas, N.
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers county of San Miguel,
1914.
M
October,
WANTED Mlich cow, to keep for are cordially Invited. Wi, H. Spring
A convention of the republicans of
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
If
will
or
buy
,feed during winter,
the county of San Miguel and state
Address K., Secretary.
price Is reasonable.
of New Mexico is hereby called for
Optic.
10
KNIGHTd AND LADIES OF SECUR the 19th day of October, 1914, at
County
in
the
in
m
the
o'clock
morning
ITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets
ffiastt
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the Court House in Las Vegas, New Mexfirst and third Mondays of each ico, for the purpose of nominating
MODERN light housekeeping rooms
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and three representatives to the btate
with sleeping porch,. 1030 Fifth
Ladles always welcome O. L, Free- Legislature for the Sixth Representa
street.
man, President; Mies Cora Montague, tive District, said district embracing
Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local the County of San Miguel. The FroFOR RENT Housekeeping rooms. Financier;
del
eleven
to
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. cinot No. 29 is entitled
Enquire 414 Seventh street.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011 egates, proxies will not be recognized
unless held by residents of. the eame
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, R. It.
ROCIADA MERCANTILE CO.,
precinct from which the delegates
Dealers in Choice Timothy Hay and
ano
have been chosen.
second
Meets
MOOSE
L. O. O.
Grain of All Kinds
eaea
The various precincts are hereby
evening
fourth
Thursday
Located at Regensberg BrothCenmonth at Vf. O. W. hall. Vlsltini ordered to' elect members of the
ers' old stand, 1122 National Ave.
and to
the
of
precinct
Committee
Howard
tral
Invited.
brothers
cordially
Send Us Your Orders
J.
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy. report their names to William
of the Republican
Chairman
Mills,
OR. F. B. HUXMANN
Central Committee of the County of
Dentist
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
San Miguel.
Dental work of any description at
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
The various precincts may hold
second
C.
on
moderate prices
the
R.
Love at O.
hall,
their
primaries as soon as they desire
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
not
later than the 15th day of
but
Main 3S1. Residence Phone Main 411 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; G.
1914. The secretaries of the
October,
Z. W. Montague, LoW. T. Huc&ens, Nicholson, Ga had Laemmle, Clerk;
various primaries are hereby asked to
members are
cal
Visiting
Deputy.
a severe attack of rheumatism. His
the chairman of the Republiwelcome and cordially invited. notify
can Central Committee of the County
feet, ankles and joint3 were swollen,
of the date of their meeting and the
and moving about wa3 very painful
He was certainly In a bad way when FRATERNAL
NO names of the delegates chosen immeBROTHERHOOD
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills
102 Meets every Monday night to diately upon the holding of their priHe says, "Just a few doses made mo O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at maries
WILLIAM J. MILLS, Chairman.
feel better, and now rny pains , and 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cor
L C. ILFELD, Secretary.
rheumatism are all goae and I sleep dially welcome. J. T. Euhler, Presl
all night long." O. G. Schaefer and dent; Mrs. J. T, Buhler, Secretary;
What Would You Do?
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
C7H, Baily, Treasurer.
B.

For

G.

CITROLAX

K.; Frank Angel, 7. 8.

Stop coughing! you rack the lungs
and worry the body. BALLARD'S
HOREHOTJND SYRUP checks irritation, heals the lungs and restores comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c and
Sold by Central
$1.00 per bottle.
Drug Co.

'

Adv.

CITROLAX

CITROLAX

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorough and sat
isfactory flushing no pain, no nau
sea. Keeps your system cleansed
sweet and wholesome. 'Ask for Cifc
rolax. O. G. Sohaefer and Red Cross
"That melodrama by the lobstei
seemed to affect the whales verj Drug Store. Adv.
much."
"Yes, It doesn't take much to make
the whales blubber."

PA'S OPINION

THE VICTIM
Eerlln, Oct. 12 (by wireless to Say- ville, L. I.). It Is announced here to
day that the German torpedo boat
destroyer which was sunk recently
off the mouth of the River Ems by
a British submarine was the No. 116
This boat was built in 1902 and was
antiquated. Nearly all the members
of her crew, wre saved by German
warships which went to her rescue.
NO. 116

Tond Up Whole System
"Chaniberlaln'g Tablets have done
more for me than I ever dared hope
for," writes Mrs. Esther Mae Baker,
Spencorport, N. Y. "I used several
bottles of these tablets a few months
ago. They not only cured mo of bil
ious attacks, sick headaches and that
tired out feeling, but toned up my
whole system." For sale by all deal
ers." Adv.

()

.

t

OPTIC'S NUMXKRi MAIN

GERMANS ADVANCING
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
Berlin, Oct. 12, by wireless to Say- KNIGHTS
CIL NO. 604. Meets second ant
ville, Li. I.). It has been announced
here that the German forces are mak !ourth Thursday in O. K. C. hall
Pioneer building.
Visiting memben
ing some progress before St. Mihiel.
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne

o
j J

UUP

Box B, City,

J

o
o

lift

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 B. Central
IS Years practical Experience.
W. VT. uuvYttt.
A. JONES

Wsntsdl

42

13 G

'i;ular

CO

MONUMENT

JONES-BOWER-

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Reg E.
conclave second Tues-dey la each mcnth at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.

TISEMENTS

i0

Of

M,

vited. Guy M. Cary, w. M., H. S. Van
Pettea, Becretary,

c

o

The

CAR

AND

II

CHAPMAN

Bring Your

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

"What Is a soldier of fortune, Pa?"
"A soldier of fortune la a vagabond
who lights for anybody who asks him,
and then puts up an awful u tram foi
?it-he
heli) from his own country
gt ti Into trouble."
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ears known as Best, Safest. Always
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1

2,000 pounds
1,000

pounds
200 pounds
50 pounds
Less than 50

or More, each dllvery.............,..20c
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
....25c
to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
....30c
40c
to 200 pounds, each delivery
......50c
pounds, each delivery..

per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

AG'UA PUBA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which. Have Made Las Vegas Famous,
.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FIND WHAT YOU WANT

AO
SELL WHAT YGU

OH

WANT

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those
MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth most

Who

THE PROPERTY you want to sell U WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads In this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were a dvertlsed here.
OTIIEHS who read and answer tbe ads in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instru
ments.

a

t

p
f,

RETAIL PRICES

r

U

WANT ADS are Inexpensive, gat results and EVER
FIED. Try them.

f BODY'S

SATIS-

Hiabio

.,

..-

-

j
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Pay a year's subscription to the Daily Optic and
get your choice of the following Magazines
For Twelve flonths:
McCLURE'S

THE

:

IIII'S

THE

MAGAZINE

HOME

COMPIOU

IIATIOllSPOBTSilll

By placing your subscription at once, you can begin with the
January issue of the Magazine of your choice without being
bothered by any possible delay
CALL

IT TIE

OFFICE

10 LIE
BY MAIL

BY CARRIER

The Daily Optic for one year
The Dally Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

o
as

8

$7.00
$7.50

II

SKIIIPTI!

The Daily Optic for one year
The Daily Optic and one
Hagazine for one year

$6.00

$6.50

FMOM sMtjmGo.

f
V)

o

I
r?;

MONDAY, OCTOBER

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

ETIKO OF

i

::.:niciiL club
EVERY

MEMBER IS REQUESTED
EE PRESENT TOMORROW EVENING

TO

o'clock.

,

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge St

Potatoes

MONDAY

"The Redemption of a Pal"
T

Two Heel
"The New Janitor"

"It is important that every member Las Vegas was well represented in
'f the Las Vegan Commercial club
Albuquerque during the tsate fair last
attend the annual meotintr tomorrow week. The Kjllowing Las Vegans,
evening," Baid W. P. Southard, prest most of whom stayed over to take In
dent of the organization, to a
the Montezuma ball Friday evening,

PARTY

Concord Grapes

American

Keystone

are-sur-

."

gath-rijng-

Cutler Brothers, insurance,
west corner of Plaza. Adv.

Fruit and

North- -

Vegetables

'"

Old Taylor WTHsney aid Sherwood
Rye at the. Opera Bar. Adv.

Special on misses school hats. Soft
felts for one dollar. 609 Sixth street,
Mrs. L, P. Wright. Adv.

of ail kinds

T5TTSF
Grocer and Baker

Pinch'B Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

10 Cenls Small Ones
TWn
IHU OlLLO 15c ard 25c large ones

Any furs bought from now to November 1 will be sold at 15 per cent
The Ladies of thq Methodist church discount at Taichert's Clothing Store.
Adv.
will meet Tuesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. George Laemmla All
members are urged to be present.
Bounty has been claimed at the office of the county clerk on the skins
Grace Sears, secretary.
of three coyotes killed in the neighborhood of Tecolote by Roque Duran
error
in
a
Through
typographical
Saturday's Optic 15 cent ginghams and on two coyotes killed in the
u're advertised to sell for 4 cents per neighborhood of San Ignacioby
' '
Leger,
yard at E. Rosenwald and Son's store.
15
sell
cent ginghams
Ti;is should read
Ladies! You cannot afford to miss
for 11 cents.
our fur exhibit!.
Muffs and scarfs
5
The weather report from the ob- for
In Red Fox, Cross, Fox,
servation station at the .New Mexico Gray Fox, Swift Fox, Raccoon, Black
Normal University for .the last 24 Lynx and Black Wolf. All natural
hours gives "the maximum, tempera- skins, no imitations. A cordial inviture "as 73 degrees; minimum, .31
tation is extended to all ladies at
Taichert's Clothing Stora. Adv.

Fancy Valencia Oranges, 20c doz, fo 60c per doz.
Fancy Table Pears
Concord Grapes

Fancy Cling Peaches
Tokay Grapes
Mission Grapes

NEWS

Killinery trimmed hats for $4.50 and
Mrs. L. P. Wright, ' 509 Sixth
$5.
street, Doll's Curio store. Adv.

NEW ISLE OF PINES GRAPEFRUIT

Quinces

-!'

E3IC3QE

1914-191-

READY

15 cents per lb.

the

CRUST

CASH GROCER
n

s

ever pur- I
Mf
U
chase of any of
or
ranges, large or
small,
WE WILL GIVE
Tf7S

u

n

VVith

AOC0L&7ZL Y FUEE
QUE HALF TQII Of GOIL
the 10th Until Saturday Oct. 17th

Sale starts Saturday

USSS'u For Cash Only
Get our prices, we can save you money and remember we
give you Bali Ton of Coal absolutely Free,

Page

Furniture

Phone Vegas

511

Sixth St

flio Llcdcrn Woman
knows there Is no economy in
inferior food materials. In flour

ft W

particularly she knows the best
is the cheapest. That la why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack .to-

m

day.

Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

lie lieae

Of

Pure

Roller Mills

H6e Las Veyas
At

for

The Best

Of

Everyling Eatable

7ho Best Bakery Gbttds to iim City
Try a Loaf of Our
'

r--

S

w

feet

I

gr

u JAGtl FBQS1

O

l

STOHE

1
If

sI

Iras!

o
o

Will soon be here so

We

r.-- f

CO.

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the

A

past forty years is extended by the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876
Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank
''

K

THE CARPENTERS

RE POSHING

are the

ST

get ready for him.

Clean

.carload buyers

of Heaters and Ranges
in Las Vegas, selling direct to the retailer. We have every
well known style, so you'll pot find it hard to be pleased.
OUR EASY TERMS
are the most liberal ever offered Our service is prompt and
our treatment most courteous.
only

LP i iffl

tmwm tvrj. ilfeld

Everything in Hardware and FurnHure

0

Next io Bridge

or Dye
your ok!

I!

u

Garments.

WE CAR PLEASE YOU

Las

Veas

Steam Laundry

'

US HARD!
MORE

.'S'luS1

NEEDED!

So our Big

l

I

ROOM

Remodeling Sale
Continues.
Save from 20 to 50 on anything
you may need in furniture and
household goods.
THE OPPORTUNITY WILL NOT BE

FOR LONG

J.

C. Johnserv & Son,

Eor the best on the market today see us.
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
Non-Ski- n

and tires and Fiske tires and everything
I
ed for the auto.

need-

ALL WOSK CONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOE ITS PERFECTKESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

-

"

HAYWARD

lama

d

Puritan
m
9

BE GRAAF

There Is a special train scheduled
Mixed quartet: "Maytime."
to arrive in Las Vegas at 12 o'clock
The second part of the program
tonight, bearing 150 French reservists consisted of the "Songs of the Sixfrom the Pacific coast to New York, ties." These songs were illustrated
where they will embark for the home by the singer with the costume worn
week.
land. This is the second train of at the time, the ' song was at its
French reservists to pass through this height."
Mrs. William Frank was awarded city since the outbreak of the hostiliTenor solo: "The Songs My Mothei
flist prize by the Judges at the county ties in Europe.
Used to Sing."
fair for the best exhibition of crochet
"Just ai Song at TwiQuartet:
work. Mrs. Frank's work was espe
The board of county commissioners light!,'" "Comin' Through the Rye,"
cially good. C. W. Wesner received is in session today with the county "Way Down Upon the Swanee River,"
firsts in all exhibits of chickens. superintendent of schools, and the "Listen to the Mocking Bird," "Old
Names of prizewinners are being giv county road board, and various coun Kentucky Home," "Dixie,"
"Marching
en out slowly, owing to the delay of ty officials, in the preparation of the Through Georgia," "Star
Spangled
some of the successful exhibitors In 1S'14 tax levy. It is understood that Banner."
the work will be finished late this
calling for their premiums.
Before the last part of the concert
afternoon, and the rate will be ready William James Breack, the wonderful
The district forester at Albuquer some time tomorrow to be announced. accompanist, rendered a' number of
que has been advised that the requirehighly entertaining monologues. This
ment of the civil service commission
Ludwig W. IlfeTd, who has 'just re- was one of the best parts of the en
that applicants for examination shall turned from a visit to Santa Fe, was tertainment; and the house came down
submit their photographs has- been entertained by Governor McDonald when he told about "A Wood and a
waived for the examination for as while there. In talking of the work Brook," "Some
Boys Who Forgot to
sistant forest ranger, which will be on the state roads, Mr. Ilfeld says that Say Their
Prayers" and "One Little
held at all forest supervisors' head- the governor assured him that all exe- Boy With
Mumps."
quarters In Arizona and New Mexico cutive help that could be given to the
The concert was concluded with
on October 19 and 20.
improvements might be counted on. the second act of the opera "Martha."
He says the governor expressed him- This was
really the gem of the con
Ben Hessler and Lorenzo Higglns, self in hearty accord with all the cert and
cannot be commented upon.
colored, were arrested yesterday even wcrk being done by the state for high- ing at the Santa Fe station by Night iWay improvement,
Officer E. C. Ward. When arraigned
WILL GET GOOD PLACE
this morning on a charge of vagratocy
CALL FOR PRIMARY
,
they admitted their guilt to Police
The republicans of Precinct No. 6
ON THE BIG PROGRAM
Judge D. R. Murray. The judge gave will hold a primary election at tne of
them a sentence of 50 days in the fice of Justice of the Peace Felix Garcity jail with the opportunity of leav- cia y Gutierrez on ErTdge street on
LAS VEGAS HIGH SCHOOL GLEE
ing town. They took the opportunity. Wednesday evening October 14, at 8
CLUB TO SING IN
o'clock, for the purpose of electing
The new telephone directory of the' delegates to the county convention to
Mountain States Telephone and Tele- be held oh October 19.
Mrs. Adolphlne Kohn,
director of
graph company was issued today. The
Signed
In the L&S Vegas public schools,
ruusie
took Is a great improvement over its
W. B, STAPT,
who is preparing the High School
immediate predecessors, giving sub
FELIX B. GARCIA,
glee club for a trip to Albuquerque
black-facescribers' names In
type.
FIDEL ORTIZ,
during the meeting of the New Mexico
It is larger, also, and more conveniAMADOR ULIBARRI,
Educational association, has received
ent to handle. The telephone com
MARTIN DELGADO,
letters from J. H. Wagner, secretary
pany presented each subscriber, ac
Committee.
of the state organization and from E.
companying the book, with a hand
Stanley Seder, of the New Mexico
some and complete war map of Eu
FOR SALE
at Albuquerque, in whose
University
rope.
reroom
Four
adobe house, newly
hands are the arrangements for the
paired and completely furnished; two musical
program. They both express
NOTICE
lots well Improved, price $000.00.
to know that the Las
their,
pleasure
No shooting, hunting or fishing al- INVESTMENT AND AGENC
COR,
club
will
Vegas
be at the meeting,
lowed on what is known as the A. G.
PORATION
and assure Mrs. Kohn that the
Green lake and ranch, north of the
603 Lincoln Avenue
girls shall have a good place on the
city. Trespassers will be prosecuted
program.
to extent of law.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
It has been announced that the
A. G. GREEN,
Carriage out Saturday morning. school children of the
city will graMrs. P. O. NISSON,
Leave orders at Murphey's. Adv.
--

1nderta.king Co.

114

ll

costumes- -

Jose Baca, who received a carload
of sheep Saturday from the south and
west, had several blue ribbon rams
in the car. They took first prize at
the sitate fair at Albuquerque last

Ax

TlrHS

'

-

,

FRESH

The following article from a
daily paper of recent date shows
the appreciation of the Chaves county
seat people of the Kellogg-Haine- s
Singing party, which will open the Y.
M. vC. A. entertainment
course late
this month:
A large and enthusiastic audience
Singing
greeted the Kellogg-Haine- s
party last night at. the Armory and
not a person In that vast crowd went
away disappointed.
This was the first of a series of at
tractions that are to be put on during
the season by the Roswell Young
People's union and the success of the
first insures some very high class entertainments during the coming seac
son. Those who missed last night's
attraction can hardly afford to miss
those that are to follow as they are
to be not only entertaining but highly instructive.
j.Each number of last night's pro
gram was received with enthusiasm
by the audience and nothing would do
them but an encore.
The program opened with the mixed
quartet singing "Greetings to Spring."
Upon being called back they sang
'The Rosary.'
Contralto and tenor duet: "Home
to Our Mountains."
Baritone-solo: "Don Juan Sere
nade," and "In the Garden of MV
Dreams."
Humorous quartet: "Where Are You
Going My Pretty Maid" and "Twinkle
Twinkle Little Stan" Both of these
numbers were acted out by the Bing-erwho wore the most bewitching ol
Ros-we-

LOCAL

--

.

OPENING
NUMBER OF LECTURE
COURSE PLEASES CHAVES
COUNTY FOLK

Mission Grapes

repre-tentativ-

were in the Duke City during the pro
gress Of the fair: Dr. and Ivjrs. R. K.
McClanahan, Dr. Clifford Losey, Dr.
V. Eraser, Mr. and Mrs. Jose A.
f
Pnca, Mrf and Mrs. Bayliss, Miss
Carrie Greenber-ger- ,
Miss
Clement,
Lucy
M.
Mrs. C. 1.
Daily, Mrs. II. P,
Browne? Mrs. II, S. Van. Petten, Miss
Sadie O'Birne, jMrs. Bertha Chambers, Mr. "and Mrs. E. E. Veeder,
It la understood that the annual re- WaldfTTwitchel'l, George H. Kinkel
port will be particularly pleasing, the and Archie Tally.

;

1

THE KELLOGG

Jersey Sweet

First Show Starts at 7;i5

T

LIKED

ROSWELL

Spring Chickens

TONIGHT

,

of The Optic this morning
"Kindly announce that we exnect ev
ry member to he present to hear the
ai.Bual reports- of the secretary and
other officers and to participate in
hs annual election. There will be
tears for those who smoke and the
business and professional men of the
e
to enjoy the
community

.
CALL FOR PRIMARY
29 will
Precinct
of
The republicans
heuse la the early part of November
to raise funds for defraying the ex- hold a primary election at the city
October
penses of the glee club on its trip. hfcl! on Wednesday evening,
of
Mrs. Kohn and the pupils are devot-- 4, at 8 o'clock, for the purpose
conto
the
county
injr their best efforts to the prepara- electing delegates
tions for this concert. All of the pu- vention to be held cn October 19.
Sighed
pils, from the fourth grade to the
J. II. YORK,
High school, will take part in the
J. S. DUNCAN,-MM. PADGETT,
Committee.
Train No. 10 did not arrive in Las
Vegas until nearly 4 o'clock this aftWANTED Clean cotton rags at
ernoon. The delay was due to washoffice.
Optic
outs on the Pacific coast division.
at the Duncan opera

an entertainment

having accomplished a great
deal during the past 12 months. Considerable money has been accumulated in the advertising fund, to be used,
enaccording to present plans, in an
ergetic campaign In the early spring.
The annual meeting will be held in
the club rooms and will begin at 8
club

.
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TOO RAD?

You

didn't get

yourFORDout

of our last shipment.
We have ordered another car load
of these famous little cars to be

shipped immediately.
Plan on getting your machine
EARLY

this time.

CIIAS. ILFELD CO.
Atrcnts for

Th&

Ford

